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ABSTRACT

This article has investigated the insurance industry and provided insights into the relationships of organizational size and age with outsourcing and organizational structure. Also, this study investigated the relationship between Web site age, outsourcing, and organizational structure. The main findings are that firm size and maturity is related to the decision of Web-based development approach and the best organizational structure to support online activity. The insights obtained by a new variable: Web site age suggests that insurance companies are trying to develop their Web-based activities within their existing organizational structures, rather than creating new e-commerce divisions.

INTRODUCTION

Electronic commerce (e-commerce) is now considered to be a very important component of a business strategy for sales and customer service. An online presence increases a firm’s credibility if the Web site is able to communicate and deliver the message and services that the firm wants to convey to its online audience (D’Angelo & Little, 1998). An interesting and successful approach to creating and maintaining the smooth operation of Web-based applications is outsourcing them to firms that are able to provide professional and reliable Web services. The financial industry is perceived the one which can reap significant benefits from offshore outsourcing of their IT services (Schaaf, 2004). By outsourcing their IT-based
services, banks can save 8-12% of their overall cost and insurance companies 10-15%. Financial companies have begun to consider outsourcing as an alternative, and they are considering Web site maintenance as the most efficient approach to a successful Web-based activity (Minkoff, 2000). Practitioners in the insurance industry consider outsourcing of Web-based applications as a potential to reduce costs and risks in the industry (Ahmed, 2002). Applications such as collaborative claims litigation; niche product development, deployment, and administration; and bringing agents and insured services closer to policy holders are only the start of insurance applications that can be outsourced to application service providers (ASPs).

Outsourcing makes it possible for companies to have an instant Web environment without increasing traffic on the firm’s LAN/WAN or putting more pressure on its Information Technology (IT) staff to support the 24x7 Web environment. At the same time, outsourcing allows companies to focus on their core competencies, provide better Web service, and reduce the cost of online activity (Sibley, 2001). While all of this is true, companies may very well have different strategies for outsourcing.

This research will address the issue of developing Web-based applications as one of the most important decisions in e-commerce initiatives. Investigating Web-based applications in the financial industry has a specific importance because this industry is an information-intensive industry, where the adoption of technology has a significant impact not only on the products and services offered, but also on business strategies and the process of business core redesign (Dos Santos & Peffers, 1995). At the same time, the insurance sector is lagging the banking sector in e-commerce (Burger, 2005). As online banking has been growing dramatically in the last 10 years, online sales have just gotten started.

The research problem of our study has focused on two main areas aspects: first, how firm size and age influence the decision to outsource the development of Web-based applications and second, what organizational structures are suitable for supporting Web sites for e-commerce. Reasons to investigate the impact of organization variables in sourcing e-commerce activities come from the need to identify how organizational context influences important decisions related to participate or not in Web-based applications. Organization variables such as organization maturity and size has been under investigated in e-commerce context.

This study has aimed to answering the following questions:

- What approach to Web development do insurance companies tend to apply? Do they develop it in-house? Do they outsource it? Do they use a combination of these two approaches?
- What organizational structure do insurance companies choose to support e-commerce initiative? Do they develop it as part of existing structure or as a separate division?
- How do the insurance company’s size and age relate to decisions on how to develop the Web site?
- How do the company’s size and age relate to different organizational structures for e-commerce?

The remainder of this paper is presented in four sections. First, we discuss outsourcing, organizational structure for e-commerce, and organizational variables. Then, we describe the sample and the methodology used to capture data. The third section presents the findings from this study and relates them to the hypotheses of this research. In the final section, we draw conclusions from these data and identify the limitations of the study.